Editorial: Open Access and Copyright
MSR has been published online as an Open Access journal since 2009 (Vol. XIII,
No. 1), which means that all new and back issues are freely available online as
PDF files. We believe that free and open access to scholarship benefits everyone.
As the Open Access movement has evolved, however, it has become clear that we
must clarify our policies—for our readers and our authors—in order to comply
with accepted best practices that make Open Access effective.
To be truly Open Access, content published in MSR must be immediately, completely, and perpetually free for anyone to read, download, copy, print, or distribute. To that end, all our content will now be copyrighted using a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC-BY) license.
A Creative Commons license is a legal device that helps creators retain their
copyright (indeed, like the typical “all rights reserved” copyright usually seen on
published material, it is a form of copyright) and make their work more readily
available to the world, free from barriers. Like any license, including the more
restrictive forms of copyright, a CC license makes it clear what rights the public
has and what rights are reserved to the creator of the work. Thus, it protects the
interests of everyone involved. The licenses are widely used, including by many
influential journals, and are legally sound and unambiguous.
This sort of licensing does nothing to weaken an author’s ownership of his or
her work, and our authors do not lose anything because of this change. In fact,
authors stand to benefit. Publishing scholarly work under a license that explicitly gives anyone the right to use it—as long as they properly cite its creator and
MSR—serves to increase its potential audience (as opposed to limiting readership
to only those with access to certain formats or requiring that readers must pay
before reading) and is good for authors and readers. It makes sure that authors
will always be given credit for their work, and allows them to do whatever they
want with their work in the future (which is not the case when an author gives a
publisher exclusive rights and/or transfers copyright to the publisher).
Readers benefit from unrestricted access to scholarship. Licensing our publication in this way guarantees that neither author nor publisher can close off access
to the work in the future. The work we publish in MSR will always be universally
accessible.
The wording of our copyright statements will now make explicit what we have
always understood: that each author owns the copyright to his or her work and
is granting MSR the right to publish it. Our commitment to provide our authors
with a high quality platform for their work, and to provide our readers with the
best scholarship in the world, is unchanged.
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With all of this in mind, and to avoid any misunderstandings, we have created
a Memorandum of Understanding to which all authors must agree before we can
publish their work. It is available on our website (http://mamluk.uchicago.edu).
We have also updated our Editorial Statement and Style Guide, which is also
available on our site.
Finally, we consider this change in copyright policy to apply retroactively to
all content published since the journal’s first issue (in 1997), as all back issues
have been freely available online for years (thus Open Access in practice, if not
explicitly in policy). Though older issues still state that the copyright belongs to
the Middle East Documentation Center (MEDOC) at The University of Chicago,
we want to make it clear that each article is the property of its author(s). We do
plan to ammend older issues’ copyright statements with the new licensing information.
Please contact me if you have questions about these changes to our policies.
I am confident that our mission to promote scholarship on the Mamluks will
be enhanced. I hope that ever greater access to such scholarship will serve to attract scholars, including those of our current peers who might discover in the
Mamluks a new area of interest, and, even more importantly, the future scholars
who will one day find and edit the manuscripts, analyze the sources, write the
articles, and publish this and other journals.
Marlis J. Saleh

Further information about all of our copyright and licensing policies, author resources, the detailed MSR Editorial and Style Guide, a complete archive of all past
issues of MSR, and much more can be found at http://mamluk.uchicago.edu/msr.
html
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